Bishop's University
We are all inventors, each sailing out on a voyage of discovery, guided each by a private chart, of which there is no duplicate. The world is all gates, all opportunities.

Ralph Waldo Emerson
In the bubble
De since 1843...
WELCOME TO Fall LENNOX

BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY

Where Frosh From All Over
COME to fabulous FOXVEGAS to over party it up since 1843!
Let's go GAITERS!!!!!
at Bishop's
Ten Things We Love Af

~Halloween At Bishop's

~When the Massawippi Floods

~The Lion Pub

~Frosh week

~Small Class Sizes
We’re Not McGill!

Close-knit Community

Trains

Breakfast at Pizzaville

Snowdays and snowstorms
Snowstorm '07
An Irishman is never drunk as long as he can hold onto one blade of grass to keep from falling off the earth. ~Irish Saying
What whiskey will not cure, there is no cure for. ~ Irish Proverb
Alpha Phi

Greek Mixers
The Women's Centre Presents
Grad ART Show

COMMUNITAS!
THE COMMUNITY
Get as comfy as you can cuz its Crunch Time!
At Bishop's

We support
University

at our school
the bubble!
BU Students and Their Pets
The Great Outdoors
doors... Around BU
Life after Bishops...

Where are YOU going?

Elizabeth Dunbar
"Pursuing a career in Arts Administration, OR conquering the ocean in a man-powered boat!"

Michi Truong
"Backpacking across Europe, then hopefully in Toronto continuing my studies in Business."

Crystal Clark
"Moving to Montreal to continue my studies..."

Frank McMahon
"Maybe continuing future schooling or finding a job in environmental studies and geography."

Sarah Benn
"Taking on the world!"
Phil Leithead
"Travelling the world and trying my luck in Hollywood!"

Caitlin McLaughlin
"Going to Michigan State for my masters in communications."

Theresa Grisé
"Working for a year to pay off loans then makeup school!"

Matt Brown
"Taking down Bay St."

Jenn Kang
"Going to India with Habitat for Humanity then off to save the world wherever it needs it most."

Trevor Scott
"Taking down Wall St."
THE 2006-2007 RA TEAM

Team Coordinators
Stacy Nettleton - NOPO
Rachel Duschesneau - Mackinnon
John Page - Abbott/Keuhner
Teresa Havers - Munster/Paterson

Norton & Pollack Resident Assistants:
Brendan Irvin
Lindsey Snow
Marc Cleary
Kyle Ellsworth

Mackinnon Resident Assistants:
Andrew Ha
Kerrie Rourke-Frew
Justin Bailey
Dave Johnston

Abbott Hall Resident Assistants:
Mariko Hurst
Laura Roper

Keuhner Resident Assistants:
Liz MacSween
Michael McDonald
Brandon McNiece

Munster Resident Assistants:
Samiullah Chaudhry
Jaye Gillespie

Paterson Resident Assistants:
JP Davis
Cecily Van-Horn
Jesús Alejandro Martínez Pérez
Rez Formal
Mes très chères confrères, consœurs

Our time has arrived! Since we first set foot on this campus, our campus, we all have been through some pretty extraordinary endeavours. Each and every one of us lived and experienced situations they liked, and also some that they disliked. Each of us also grew as individuals, and learned how to live within a collectivity.

BU! Those two letters have been used, shouted, and written over and over during our time attending this institution and we will all use them when describing ourselves as an intrinsic part of who we are for the rest of our respective lives. But what does it mean to be a BU grad? What does it mean to graduate from a university that has, within its student body, students from every Canadian province and territory, 13 states, and over 60 countries? Although the answer to this question is a very personal one, I believe there is a generic definition we can all agree on: at BU, We are who We want to be, and We became who We intended to become.

All across our nation, the Canadian nation, BU grads will stop you in the street to have a chat, simply because you are wearing a jersey with a logo that is familiar to them, a logo we all cherish, a BU logo. That logo represents all we experienced during our time as undergrad in this institution, from our first Orientation week all the way to Convocation. Some of us will move on to grad school, some of us will go in the work force but our memories will remain within the "BU bubble" and we will carry our share of that bubble wherever it is that we go. We are BU; the students make this institution and not the other way around!

I do not think that we got a “solid degree” out of Bishop’s University, I think we got a whole lot more than that. Any university can claim to offer you the opportunity of having a solid undergrad degree, and to say that it is what Bishop’s gave us would simply be an underestimation of what our Bishop’s experience was. On the record, all Bishop’s students will say that they went to BU in order to get an undergrad degree; off the record, they will tell you that they were looking for something that was far superior/different to that: a life experience.

Well, we got it! Our experience at BU ends and a new one begins: Reality check! Double click of the lights, it’s closing time!

So raise a last toast that will be the first of many to come to honour our having been part of the BU experience and meeting extraordinary people who forever changed our lives!

Raise a toast to Bishop’s University, on the mighty Massawippi...

Respectfully,
Kevin Mailloux
CLOCKWISE from TOP LEFT:
Jocelyn Molyneux - VP Academic
Sarah Benn - VP External
Laura Shugart - Recording Secretary
Erin Shackell - VP Internal
Daniel Fequet - Director of Finance and Operations
Kevin Mailloux - President
Students at Large

CLOCKWISE from TOP LEFT:
Ryan French-MacDougall, Joel Whitehead, Matt Venick, Olivia Diamond, Austin Pool
ABSENT:
Joshua Wald

Senators

from LEFT:
Robert Csernyik - Humanities, Brian Lemenechick - Natural Sciences & Math,
Myriam Dumont - Education
ABSENT:
Mike Cestnik - Business, Christiana Lazarova - Social Sciences
Manager:
Jared Kligerman

Assistant Manager:
Mitch Young

Crew Chiefs:
Julianne Ableson
Laura LeBlanc
Lindsay Morrison
Ryan Storrar
Jennifer Thomas

Staff:
Daniel Carrier
Kate Embree
Ryan French-MacDougall
Amy Gallant
Edwin Germann
Erin Groves
Robyn Harper
Jennifer Harriet
Neal Howard
James Kraska
Sara MacNaull
Laurie O'Keefe
Adam Renouf
Andrew Renouf
Rachel Roenspies
Mathieu Roy
Mike Sherman
Tara Simpson
Brys Stafford
Alain van Thiel
Laura Vickery
Adam Vokes
Rebecca Ward
Edward Wilson
Marcus Winchester
Managers:
Sarah McGrath
Callum Wright

Assistant Manager:
Melanie Clarke

Doo-Crew:
Ben Elliott
Eric Nimigon
Courtney Yip
Jenna Lee Hortop
Vince Light
Brad Henderson
Julia Judge
Allison Atk ten
Merran Smith
Brian (Cuba) Molero
Krista Angesvaare

Doolittles
Random Jobs
The Bishop’s Women’s Centre aims to provide an environment in which students and community members can address issues related to women’s experiences and share resources and support with those in need. We want to create a safe space for women at Bishop’s, and promote equality, diversity and respect in the community. Some of our favourite events include the Vagina Monologues, the December 6 memorial, International Women’s Week, knitting parties, wine & cheeses, & our inimitable bake sales.

Debating Club

(from top to bottom and left to right) Vincent Light, Micheal McDonald, Benjamin Wald, Gavin Haverly-Coulson, Joshua Wald, Robert Warwick, Merran Eby, and Alex.
The Campus

Staff 2006/2007

Sarah Howard
Editor in Chief (Fall '06)

John Greenhow
Associate Editor (Fall '06)
Editor in Chief (Winter '07)

Emily Gann
News Editor (Winter '07)

Jill Dewtie
Features Editor

Will Simpson
Arts/Entertainment Editor

Mitch McDonald
Sports Editor

Kim Keitner
Photo Editor

Alanna Fernandes
Copy Editor

Bryan Lipscombe
Advertising Manager

Eric Hamilton-Smith
Business Manager

Bishop's University's official student newspaper!
Women’s Volleyball

Back Row (Left to Right): Chelsea Aboud, Sandra Allen, Shannon Coutts, Britney Coleman, Yvonne Kessler, Laura Millette, Kathy Rutherford, Drew Williams (Coach)
Front Row (L to R): Ali Boros, Samira Drapeau, Niki Pieper, Serena Salabie, Ashlee Coello
Not Shown: Caitlin Mahar, Mallory Murray

Men’s Soccer

The BU Men’s Soccer club allows people from the university and community alike to participate in organized soccer activities and is composed of an A and B team. They are currently developing this team so they may eventually represent Bishop’s University at a varsity level.
We ride unicycles, anytime, anywhere. From straight and level to mountain trails and skateparks, the BUUC can be found everywhere! Fine riders of unicycles since 2005!
The BU Chemistry Club had a successful year of events such as a field trip to Merck Frosst, a golf and hockey tournament, and fundraisers such as a hockey pool and t-shirt sales. This year’s executive was Joey St.Pierre, Chris Mason, Andrew Fraser and Alanna Kidd. Thanks to all members of the club who participated in events and made them so great.
Big Buddies is a club that works to match university students with local elementary children, in order to provide the opportunity of a community experience for the student and a mentoring experience for the child. Big Buddies is also the biggest club on campus!
Bishop’s IVCF (Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship) is more than just a club on campus! It doesn’t exist primarily for folks to meet people who share some common interest, or to explore some new activity.

You see, Christianity isn’t a philosophy, an idea, an interest, or a social set-up that we’ve decided to adopt. The truth is that Bishop’s IVCF is simply about one person. It exists because Jesus Christ exists. We are all about knowing this man personally, and following Him in life. Bishop’s IVCF is a bunch of people from all kinds of different backgrounds, with different interests, but are united by this awesome Person, the Son of God.

All Bishop’s students are welcome to participate (be they Christian, non-Christian, or whatever in between).
Do you support diversity and equality? One of the fastest-growing clubs on campus, we are a dynamic group of students that meet weekly to discuss issues and upcoming events. Regardless of sexual orientation, all are welcome. The Pride Alliance also offers peer counselling which is completely confidential.
Greetings from your VP Academic

Regardless of what our parents probably told us back then, academics at Bishop’s occasionally take a backseat to other activities. A back seat to sports teams, a back seat to volunteering at club events, to intramurals, to spending time with friends at the Gait and the Lion. But when it comes down to it, all these ‘non-academic’ activities are in fact part of the true Bishop’s education; this experience is one that the founders of Bishop’s University were describing in their intention to ‘offer to the country at large the blessing of a sound and liberal education’. This experience is one that each and every one of us has a responsibility to foster and enjoy.

This being said, everyone would have to agree that our Bishop’s educational experience rests greatly on a strong academic foundation, where students are free to debate issues, critically evaluate knowledge, and foster a love of learning. At Bishop’s, we pride ourselves on ‘being a name, not a number’ and this mantra certainly applies to the classroom, where we are so lucky to be able to put up our hand up when we have a question, start a debate when we disagree with the professor, and get the extra one-on-one help we need when things just don’t seem to be making sense (it happens to the best of us!) Indeed, as Bishop’s student, we all need to appreciate and take advantage of the educational opportunities available to us here, both inside the classroom and out. I’m sure that this year’s graduates would certainly support these parting words of advice and I sincerely hope that they feel that the Bishop’s education has served them well, both academically and otherwise.

I believe that it is not until long after we have left these hallowed halls, long after we have left behind our youth and wide-eyed wonder and become hardened in the ways of the ‘real world’, not until this point many years from now, will we realize how well our Bishop’s education has served us. We can only hope that we will feel that we have served the experience, as well as it has served us.

Jocelyn Molyneux
Vice-President of Academic Affairs
2006/2007 Bishop’s University SRC
Cultural Gala

for the Love of Art and Culture
Bring out the wine and cheese
Bishop’s Pros

Cranmer Rutihinda
Hometown: Dares-Salaam, Tanzania
Studied at: Stockholm University, Sweden
Has been teaching at Bishop’s for 3 years.
Division: Business

Ginny Stroecher
Hometown: Billings, Montana
Studied at: Montana State University, University of Washington, with Post-doc work at University og Calgary & University of Alberta (Edmonton)
Has been teaching at Bishop’s for 9 years
Division: Natural Sciences/Mathematics

Lissa McRae
Hometown: Campbellton, NB
Studied at: St. Mary’s, Dalhousie, University of Alberta
Has been teaching at Bishop’s for 20 years
Division: Business
Jamie Crooks  
**Hometown:** Halifax, NS  
**Studied at:** Mount Alison, and University of Toronto  
Has been teaching at Bishop’s for 17 years  
**Division:** Humanities

Cheryl Gosselin  
**Hometown:** Lennoxville  
**Studied at:** Bishop’s, Concordia & Université de Montréal  
Has been teaching at Bishop’s for 16 years  
**Division:** Social Sciences

Rebecca Harries  
**Hometown:** Sackville, NB  
**Studied at:** University of Toronto  
Has been teaching at Bishop’s for 9 years  
**Division:** Humanities
The International Bishop's Experience...
Away, on Exchange! to Australia

Bishop's offers many exchange opportunities with universities from around the world, from the United States, Europe, South America, Asia and Australia. This year, I was fortunate enough to embark on an exchange to Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. Everyday, this experience has allowed me to encounter the possibilities that our world holds for our future. Being on exchange lets one realize, just how small our planet can be.

Despite the usual and minimal culture shock, the thrill and excitement of meeting people from around the world and discovering new cultures takes over easily. Most universities, like this one, will have an association or a club that will take care of exchange student to ensure that they settle in well in their new environment and, thus, it is generally easy to make friends and travel the country. Here, in Australia, traveling has been taking up most of my time, as I visit Melbourne, Sydney and Cairns. With beautiful sceneries captured in time and new friendships engraved in memories, the Bishop's exchange program is by far one of the most rewarding adventures that our students can benefit from.

Courtesy of Dina De Lestrange
Grad Reception

Welcome grads!
Bishop's University School Song:

Raise a toast to Bishop's Univeristy
On the mighty Massawippi shore
We're conditioned to our fate
We will never graduate
We will stay here forever more

College days will linger ever in our hearts
Wearing gowns, raising hell and quaffing ale
We will show esprit du corps
As we watch the gaiters roar
On to victory

So raise your beer mugs
And your little brown jugs
to BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY!!!
Alison Aitken
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Education, Min Fine Arts
Four unforgettable years on the Mastawippi shore. Thanks to my family for your encouragement and support. 16LF ladies, friends, BUPA & Doocrew, “college days will linger ever in my heart.”

Andrew Arnill
Dunrobin, Ontario
BBA Con Finance, Min Economics
In 4 years I have learned 1 thing, if anyone asks you anything say yeahh..Beef dippers keep it hard and straightforward. PS 1990 Camero 4Sale. $1700 or best offer.

Amanda Arnone
Ottawa, Ontario
A Hon English Con Lit Min Psych & Film
After 4 years I have made lasting friendships & memories. & learned many lessons. The most valuable piece I got was from Meg. “I don’t need a man, just a turkey baster!” Thanks Meg!

Joanie Aubé
Québec City, Québec
BA Hon Political Studies Min Internat'l
We did it! Thanks family and friends for your support: Christie, Maja, Sandra, NMUN team 2006, and many others we had awesome time here. I love you all and I’ll see you for other toasts.

Adam Balkovec
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon Philosophy
Boy, that was hard... That’s what she said.

Rebecca Bates
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia
BA
Thanks for late nights studying&having fun, it’ll be missed. Thanks to family/friends for the support to Michael, for the hope&love,& to God thanks for the set of footprints in the sand.

Christopher T.A. Bell
Ottawa, Ontario
A Con Hon Finance, Maj Hon Economics
Opportunities are like buses, there’s always another one coming, unless you miss that one, then you got a $75 cab ride to Newark. School is more than studying, life is more than partying.

Mathew Bellhouse-King
St. Albans, Vermont, USA
BA Hon Psychology
Thanks to my parents for being excellent role models and all my friends past and present who made it possible. Shout out to the Little Forks crew & Bobbit! I will miss you Lennox...

Gill Benzion
Montréal, Québec
BA Hon Music
Thank you to everyone who helped make this the best two years of my life. I love you all.

Nancy Blampied
Waterloo, Québec
B.Ed High School
Many thanx to Mom & Dad Could not have made it without you PO! Love u so much! Good luck to all my friends, Becca, Sarah, Lisa, Jess, Melissa, and Of course Cole! Love u!
Colin Bloom  
Vancouver, British Columbia  
BBA Con Finance Min Economics  
It's great to be here today in the great state of Newark. If we don't succeed in live, we run the risk of failure. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism, to steal from many is research.

Tanya Box  
White Lake, Ontario  
BA HonEnglish Double Min Education & Geography  
Cheers to 4 amazing years @ BU! A special thanks to friends and family for encouragement and support. LONG LIVE THE QUEENS! Raise a toast!

Karolyn Brault  
Bedford, Quebec  
BBA Con Marketing  
It's been a wild ride: risky busi-nAss, rez, brownies, pool, cruise, adventures, parties, great friends, profs & classes; minus Schenk, 8:30 policy & trolls! Thanks for everything BU!

Francis Brunelle  
Victoriaville, Quebec  
BBA Accounting  
It has been a few years of wild and crazy nights but we finally made it. I will never 4get BU. TY P-O for changing my mind. Merci Papa et Maman pour tout le support. The Pelch Haters will live 4ever.

Meagan Canning  
Oakville, Ontario  
BSc Biochemistry Con Biology  
I had a fantastic time at BU. Met some of my best friends here. Will remember my time here forever. Even managed to learn a bit too. Missed everyone when I was in Texas. Keep in touch!!

Christopher Bowra  
Vancouver, British Columbia  
BBA Con Management Science  
Thanks to Bishop's for all the great times and the friends that I'll never forget, cheers.

Aimee Bulloch  
Huntsville, Ontario  
BA Hon Fine Arts Min Sociology  
Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail. Thanks to all the amazing people who helped me along this journey.

Christine Cardinal  
Montreal, Quebec  
BBA Con Management, Min Economics  
Had a great time & I will never 4get u, Linds couldn't have done it without u. Poo I wuv u. Lola, McGoo u rock. Mom & Dad, thanx a bunch, bro, luv ya. Every1 else, you made me a better person.

Christopher T. Carlyle  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Con Finance, Hon Economics  
I have had my head down & powered through 4 years @ Bishop's. I probably would have done much better had I chosen smarter friends, but it was fun. Oh, and I will Raise a toast!

Meghan L.S. Carrington  
Burlington, Ontario  
BA Political Studies, English ConCulture & Media, Min Film  
College days will linger 4ever in my heart. Thoughts of strikes, flooding river & Lion beer. I raise my beer mug and my little brown jug to Bishop's University!
Christie Carson  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Con Marketing, Int’l Business  
This place has become a part of us all. Thanks to my girlies and of course my one and only sweet-heart.

Melissa Carter  
Cowansville, Québec  
BA Education  
TY to my friends & Fam 4 making this journey a memorable one. Mom & Dad, thanx for believing in me & ur never ending support and love. Now, I am living my dream! An experience to remember.

Eve-Marie Charlebois  
Vaudreuil-Dorion, Québec  
BBA Con Internat’l Business, BA Modern Languages Con Italian & Spanish  
The past 4 yrs I’ve learnt a lot especially from the people I have met. Thanx 2 my most memorable educators: FT, AH, SB, LH, R Y, VP, LD, Mom, Papa & Jonathan. Good luck to every1!

Sarah Clark  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Con Marketing  
I would like to thank my friends and family for helping me through Bishops. Especially my first year girls.

Caroline Cloutier  
Coteau-Quebec  
BBA Con Human Resources  
Couldn’t wait longer!

Windy Cloutier  
St. Jean de la Lande, Québec  
BSc Hon Biochemistry Con Biology  
I had a good time...thanks to all who helped me along the way, my husband, family and all the friends I will never forget!

Anzele Brittany Conn  
Ayer’s Cliff, Québec  
BA Education  
A big thank you to my parents for their love and support. I take with me many wonderful memories of friendship and life changing experiences.

Elizabeth Coolen  
Kanata, Ontario  
BA History Min Politics & Religion  
Its been a wild 4 years at BU! Thanks 2 all the 16 Littleforks girls & every1 else who made this great! Also, thanks 2 Mom, Dad & Jen 4 always supporting me. Im going 2 miss this place.

Sarah May Côté  
Sherbrooke, Québec  
Thanks to my family and friends for all your support. I could not have done it without you.

Tiffany A. Cross  
Marquette, Ontario  
BBA Con Marketing Min Psychology  
Raise a Toast, All the friends I’ve made and the family I’ve gained, it would have been nothing without you. SH, JK, CREW, Mom, Dad, Nat, WW–The loves of my life. This is just the beginning...
Justine C Crowe  
Woodlands, Texas, USA  
BA Biology, Minor Environmental Studies  
Special thanks to my mom, dad, bro, and sisters, I love you guys!  
The best of luck to all my insane and wonderful friends at BU. So long and thanks for all the shoes! CHEERS!!!

Laura Curiale  
Deux-Montagnes, Québec  
BA Honours Sociology  
A giant thank you to my family and friends at home for all the encouragement and love. Thanks to all my friends here, who are now my new family, for helping me grow. It’s been quite a ride!

Vanessa Da Silva  
Sept-Îles, Québec  
BA Educational Studies  
3 years have already gone by! Years filled with love, friendship, unforgettable memories. I met people that will be in my heart forever. Prof at BU is great! BU has become a 2nd home.

Felicia R De Cicco  
Sept-Îles, Québec  
BA English and Educational Studies  
Thank – you both of my parents. Part of this first degree belongs to you. As for my friends I’ve met here during the past three years, I hope our paths will cross again very soon.

Lisa Deacon  
London, Ontario  
BA Maj. Hispanic Studies, Min. International Studies, Min. Italian  
“A song will lift as the mainsail shifts and the boat drifts on to the shoreline”  
BD Cheers to profs, family, and friends

Julie Desautels  
La Prairie, Québec  
BSc Biology, Minor History  
Ah, I’ll miss the good times: Fifi at Halloween, Kate & her dislike of Starburst, fights over dishes, napping on the J9 couch, snowboarding, Radarbot and the endless hours of movies/TV

Michael DesLauriers  
Ottawa, Ontario  
My BU time has been great. I will cherish Risky Business, BUCS, dinners, Little Forks, & Fashion Show. 2 the nights we’ll never remember w/ the friends we’ll never forget. Congrats class of 07.

Jillian Dewtie  
Thorburn, Nova Scotia  
BA Major English, Con. Cultural and Media Studies, Minor History  
We came, we conquered, now let’s get to hell out-the world awaits Thanks to the fam for all your support.  
Love ya MB, CT and the claw.

Étienne Domingue  
My stay on the BU campus has been a period of invaluable learning.  
"Scutare me Deus et cognosce cor meum proba me et scito cogitationes meae et vide si via idoli in me est et deduc me in via aeterna."

Starr Dostie  
Manserolle, Québec  
BSc Honours Chemistry, Minor Biology  
Many thanks to my wonderful fiancé Jason, my mom and family, my friends and the chemistry professors for all of their advice, encouragement and support.
Myriam Dumont
Vancouver, British Columbia
BA Elementary Studies
I'm tough, I'm ambitious, and I know exactly what I want. If that makes me a b*$@&, ok. ~Madonna Ciccone

Merci maman et papa

Jan Frederik Enderslav
Montréal, Québec
BBA Con. International Business
Thank u BU for my exchange in Denmark. Thank u Dan, Phil, Simon, Smallz, Karo, Erin, Anna, Ally. This school & these friends have made it the greatest building block for my life. Streaking baby

Elizabeth Dunbar
BA Major Arts Administration, Major Music, Minor Business Administration
Thanks to my parents & BU family, you made this place home. I emerge profoundly affected, enriched, irrevocably altered, deeply grateful, inspired, privileged & passionate. I will always raise a toast!

Elisabeth Everett
West Vancouver, British Columbia
BA Major Psychology, Minor Fine Arts
Thanks to my friends and family, it wouldn't have been the same without you. Subway #7, adpi, hoochfeats, porch pirating, and tillie, st. patty's, roadtrips...raise a toast to it all!

Lorne Ferguson
Montréal, Québec
BA Psychology/Sociology, Minor Criminology
I would like to thank my friends & family for supporting me during my years here & especially to my profs who encouraged me and believed in me...sappy maybe, but true.

Katie Anne Gallichon
Sherbrooke, Québec
Bachelor of Education
So this is the end of the road & despite ever bump BU threw @ me I survived & am done! Thanks 2 my family, friends & Orbie. Luvs ya couldn't have done it without u. Kiki we did it! xox

Julia Gemmell
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Honours Drama
Forever Young
LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!!!

Dana Leigh Gillam
Sherbrooke, Québec
BEd, Primary Education
A special thank you to my loving husband Dave; thank you for your endless patience, your strong support and your many nights of cutting, pasting and laminating school projects.

Amy Gosselin
North Lancaster, Ontario
BA Environmental Studies & Geography
Thank you to all of you who made these the best 4 years ever, though I didn't really need all those nicknames...I'll remember BU always.

Stephanie Dawn Gobeil
Hudson, Québec
BEd, Primary Education
Thanks to all the amazing people I met over the past 4 years. Special thanks to mom & dad, Laura & Drew & to the whole SFT crew past & present especially Hewat. Luv you all!
Dean "mean" Graham  
Oshawa, Ontario  
BBA Con Finance Min Economics  
I’d like to thank Matt Brown for helping me through school and thanks Matt Brown for doing this grad writeup.

François Grondin  
Montmagny, Québec  
BBA Con Finance  
Bishop’s is not only a school, it is an experience that I will never regret! Thanks to my parents for the Support and thanks to all my friends for all the good times we had! BU4EVER

Jessica Halsall  
Greely, Ontario  
BA Hon English Min History, Film, French  
“The tassle’s worth the hassle!”  
To all my fam and friends, thanks. You mad me what I am today! Though I will go on to another school, I will keep my purple pride for life!!!

Sara Hart  
Carleton Place, Ontario  
B.Ed Elementary Education  
Thank you Mom & Dad for everything, I couldn’t have done it without your love & support. Tiff & JK- Not only are you my best friends, you are my family. Thank you for four great years!

Jacquelyn Haver  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Hon English Min History, Business  
Leaving Bishop’s I will remember and cherish the friends I’ve made, the experiences we’ve shared together and the life lessons that have been learned both in and out of class

Joshua S. Hennessy  
Brighton, Ontario  
BBA Con Finance Maj Economics  
Thanks Mom and Dad! Bishop’s will be missed!

Ashleigh Hodgins  
Toronto, Ontario  
BBA Con Marketing Min Psychology  
Thanks to everyone for all the memories and support. It has been an incredible journey and I wish you all the best in your future endeavours. Raise a toast!

Brandi Hodgins  
Collingwood, Ontario  
BA Arts Administration Con Fine Arts  
Here’s 2 crazy nites, amazing freres, all nighters, adventures, nicknames, a crazy first year and an amazing last year! We did it!! Raise a toast to the most amazing 4 years ever!

Amanda Hodgkinson  
Victoria, British Columbia  
BA Hon Political Studies Min Internl Studies  
Thanks to all those who helped me along the way, especially my family. To all of my friends, thanks for the memories, my time here wouldn’t have been the same without you!
Stacy Alicia Holder
Toronto, Ontario
BA Politics Min Public Policy & Administration & Religion

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. Special thanks to my family & friends for making my BU experience so memorable.

Sarah Howard
Calgary, Alberta
BA Hon English Min Film Studies

"Thank you to my parents for their love and support, and to Sam and Rada, who kept me sane."

David Johnston
Canada
BBA Con Human Resources & Accounting

The house always wins. Here's to three years of honkeys, Gavin's mom, my charming fiancee, and leaving my mark on the North Hatley Curling Club.

Andrea Kemp
Montreal, Quebec
BA Business Min Economics

Thanks to my mom, dad and family for all your love and support over the years. Thanks to all my friends for the great memories. I will miss you all. Nick I love u!! Raise a toast!!

Alanna Kidd
Smith Falls, Ontario
BSC Biochemistry

To the most amazing friends, who have made the bad bearable and the good extraordinary, I will keep our memories close to my heart. Don't cry because it's over; smile because it happened!

Jennilea Hortop
Braeside, Ontario
BA Hon History Min Geography & Education

What an amazing four years Doostitles, ourz ooaat 188 porch parties all endless laughs! We will always raise a toast to our BU memories. LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!

Crystal Howe
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSC Biology Con Molecular Biology & Physiology

I would like to thank my parents for all their love and support throughout these years at Bishop's.

Marissa Kelso
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSC Hon Neuroscience

Thank you very much mom and dad for all your love and support over the years. Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints on your heart!

Carrie Kennedy
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Sociology Min Gerontology, Criminality, & Women's Studies

Thanks to everyone who made these past four years so special. LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!!

Peter Kraska
Bainsville, Ontario
BSC Hon Biology

It's been a good four years at BU, keep the good times rolling! Good Luck Everyone!
Natalie Krol  
Berwick, Ontario  
BA Honours Drama, Minor English, Minor Education  
There are places I’ll remember all my life though some have changed. Some have gone & some remain. All these places have their moments. In my life I’ve loved them all.

Kevin Larocque  
Lancaster, Ontario  
BBA Con. Accounting, Min. Economics  
Thanks mom & dad for all your support, couldn’t have done it without you! Cheers to the rest of my family, Jenna, my friends & those I’ve met over the past 4yrs for all the great times!

Jérôme Lavoie  
Beauceville, Québec  
BBA Con. Finance, Con. Management  
Thanks BU for all those great memories and unforgettable people that I met during my 3 years. Go Gaiteers!

Elizabeth LeCain  
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia  
BA Educational Studies, Minor Psychology  
My memories from Bishop’s will last a lifetime! A special thanks to my family, Andrew, friends, & profs for their continuous support & guidance. Now the world awaits us.

Karyn Latour  
Saint-Esprit, Québec  
BSc Biology, Concentration Molecular Biology and Physiology  
Can’t believe it’s over! Thanks to all the great teachers and friends I have met. Les ur the best! Maman merci pour tout. I’ll miss you all! Let’s keep bringing blackout back! Love ya!

Ashley Hart Lawrence  
Hudson, Québec  
BA Environmental Studies  
I can’t believe my yrs @ BU are over. The experiences have been absolutely amazing. Thank you to all my friends I’ve made here, you guys mean the world to me I will cherish these memories forever!

Phil Leithead  
Kirkland, Québec  
BBA Management  
1st & 4Most, Raise a Toast! Mom & Dad, I couldn’t have done it without your love&support/Kristel, thnx for sticking it out. I loveu! From Mack2Reed,8BallCrew4Life! J.Dean See you in Hwood.

Cynthia Lee  
Magog, Québec  
BBA Concentration Finance and Human Resources, Minor Economics  
Thanks to all my family and friends for their support and encouragement throughout my three wonderful and memorable years at Bishop’s.

Tyler Kydd  
Mallarytown, Ontario  
BBA Con. Environmental Studies, Minor Economics  
Thank you to my family for all their support and my friends “thanks for the great memories.” I wish all of you the best in your future endeavours and I’m sure our paths will cross again.

Bryan Lemenchick  
Renfrew, Ontario  
BSc, Honours Biochemistry  
Four unforgettable years of good times and hard work. Thanks to everyone who made it possible, especially Apt. 24, JC, and the library. Good luck to all. Cheers!
Marc-André Liard
Joliette, Québec
BA Major Modern Languages, Con.
English, Minor International Studies
In the small society of Bishop's, I've
met many people from everywhere.
It's here that I've truly applied the
saying "Minds are like parachutes;
they work better when they're open".

Chantelle Lockington
Kingston, Ontario
BA Education, BEd
Thaxn to my fam and friends for all
your support throughout university.
I will remember dork jar, google,
happy sandwiches, don't was the
pretty, girls gone pillow light and
my SVB.

Bryan Lipscombe
Kingston, Ontario
BBA Concentration Marketing and
Finance, Minor Economics
Thaxn to my fam & friends who I
will always liv. Gait/Loft, One Sesh,
406NOPO, EM., & Half way House
Prods. BU: "I flipped your eviction
notice over, wrote a song on it".

Jo-Anne Longtin
Orillia, Ontario
BA Psychology
Thankx BU for making the last 21/2
yrs so great. Great friends that I
made: JN, AG, JMR, & RR for makin
some of the best memories I've
ever had. I will always look at the
colour purple fondly.

Chantelle Lockington
Kingston, Ontario
BA Education, BEd
Thaxn to my fam and friends for all
your support throughout university.
I will remember dork jar, google,
happy sandwiches, don't was the
pretty, girls gone pillow light and
my SVB.

Colin S J MacCrimmon
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Major Business, Minor
Environmental Studies and Economics
Thank you Bishop's for 4 my
best. Thanks to my family and
friends, I love you all. Can it get
any better? It's hard to say.

Jenna Lynn MacGregor
Sacketsville, Ontario
BA Educational Studies, Minor
Psychology
The days came easy & treasured
moments passed slow. BU was the
beginning of new friendships &
unforgettable memories. thank 2 my
fam & BFMS all their love & support.

Rob Mackay
Toronto, Ontario
BBA Con. Finance, Major Economics
Thaxn to my friends and family.
Lion, fires, breaking bottles, trains,
rappelling johnson, Cottage parties,
East vs. West, having keys made,
actually working, stanley cups,
McGill, etc.

Jeanette Manrique
Brampton, Ontario
BA Psychology, Concentration Human
Resources, Minor Philosophy
Thaxn to Rios for always loving me.
Thaxn mom, dad, & Ann. Thanks to
my girls: JL, HK, EW, AH, and the
Aphis! Bishop's has been my home
for 4 years, and now I'm DONE!!

Philippe Marier
Coaticook, Québec
BBA Management, Minor Economics
A special thanks to my Mother,
Father, and Gene, none of this
would have been possible with-
out you. The Gait staff, great
times! ED BK SS thanks boys.

Aleksandar Markovic
Sherbrooke, Québec
BSc Honours Biology, Min. Psychology
To my friends and family, thank
you for your unconditional sup-
port and for making these three
years at Bishop's unforgettable.
Marie Noël Martel
Montréal, Québec
BA Hispanic Studies Min German
Raise a Toast! I will never forget my 3 yrs here: Rex Life, Dewies, Lion, Grec, Procrastinating But first of all the friends, teachers who made this adventure unforgettable. Thanks!

Laura McCartney
Montréal, Québec
BA Hon Psychology Con HR
Raise a toast to all my friends, family and profs for making the best years of my life unforgettable! I’ll miss you guys and can’t wait to see you all at homecomings!

Frank Scott McMahon
Montréal, Québec
BA Environmental Studies & Geography
Thanks to my family and to my friends. You have made these four years possible, and made them some of the best years of my life! Raise a Toast!

Jesse Kyle McRae
Campbellton, New Brunswick
BBA Con Marketing/IB
I’m at a loss for words, I bet none of you ever believed it could ever happen, did you? To those who made this the best of times, it was what it was right? - JkM

David F. Megan
Montréal, Québec
BA Social Studies & Education
Live as if you were to die 2morrow. Learn as if you were to live 4ever. Ghandiji Love & Thank 2 fam & friends esp Er. Thanx profs for their wisdom and insight. Love and peace to BU. D.F.M.

Chris Mason
Ottawa, Ontario
BSc Hon Chemistry
“The work never ends, but college does.” - Tom Petty. Glad we made the best of it. Thanks to everyone who helped on the way, especially my parents, friends, and profs for all of the support.

Christine McLean
Peterborough, Ontario
BA Hon Fine Arts Min Psychology
You can’t always get what you want, but if you try sometimes, you might just find you get what you need....

Krista McNally
Now that we have a degree, let’s let our real education begin. Let’s look within ourselves to learn how to show compassion towards injustice/earth, it’s our turn now to make real changes.

Heather McShane
Ottawa, Ontario
B.Ed
Thanks to all those who made the last four years the best years of my life. I will never forget you. Thanks to my family for the love and support. LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!! Love u girls!

Lindsay Morrison
Montréal, Québec
BA Education & B.Ed Elementary
To all my class chicks thanks for a great 4 years! Lola, Magoo, u will always be my girls! To my best friend and sister Christine, Thanks for always being there! Thanks to mom, dad and Joe. Love you all! xoxo
John Douglas Jr Morrison  
Gravelle, Quebec  
BA Hon History  
I came here to learn. I never could have imagined how much I have learned not only in the classroom but in live at BU as well. Thank you to everyone who contributes to the Bishop's experience.

Gillian Nation  
Pointe-Claire, Quebec  
BA Politics Min Women's Studies  
Thanks to my best friends for the greatest 3 years. What a fantastic way to get a great education and have a crazy time doing it! Thank you to my family for all their love, and stay purple BU!

Courtney Nikoloyuk  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Drama Min Film  
Thanks to family and friends for your love and support. I couldn't have done it without you. It's been a great 4 years, I'll miss it all... Raise a toast...

Edward Ocampo-Gooding  
Montreal, Quebec  
BSC Hon Computer Science Min Math  
BU taught me how to fix the broken and when to break the fixed. Thanks to the girls who kept me alive, the guys who kept me sane, and my family for my existence. 198 = 11 + 99 + 88

Javier Alejandro Rivera Orellana  
Sherbrooke, Quebec  
BA Modern Languages Min ELA  
Special thx to my parents and family. After 5 years of intense studying, I made it. It has been great times and unforgettable memories, but it's now time to move on. GO GAITERS!

Leigh-Anne Parkyn  
Oakville, Ontario  
BSC Psychology Con neuroscience Min Business  
Thanks to Matt and my family for all your love and support! To all my friends and roomies, thanks for the laughs & all the memories. Good luck everyone. Raise a toast!

Sarah Patriquin  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BA Hon Sociology Min Criminology & History  
Amazing 4 years. Good luck everyone!  
LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!!!

Kathleen Mulvihill  
Belleville, Ontario  
BSC Mathematics Min English  
Thanks Bishop's for a great four years. All the best. Raise a toast!

Alison Olson  
LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!!  
Forever Young!

Jennifer Persons  
East Fairham, Quebec  
BA Psychology  
I never would have made it this far without the support and encouragement of my mom, dad, brother, and boyfriend. Thanks for being with me.
Michael Pivar
Burlington, Ontario
BA Honours English, Major Music, Minor Film Studies
Trillions of thank-yous to mother, pops, bros, and the universe.

Adrienne Pottie
Halifax, Nova Scotia
BBA Concentration Finance & Human Resources, Minor Economics
To 4 years of memories I will never forget. Cheers to everyone I’ve met along the way! Thank you to my family and friends for all your love and support. Raise a toast.

Stephanie Redding
BSc Hon. Biology, Con. Molecular Biology and Physiology, Min. Psychology
Raise a toast! Thanks to everyone who has made these last four years at Bishop’s an unforgettable experience.

Andreanna René de Cotret
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Major English, Minor Psychology & Religion
Thanks to friends, family, great profs, and Byron for an amazing four years. I will cherish my memories of rez., Lennoxville, 43 Speid, and BU in general forever.

Emmanuel A Rick
Pawassen, Ontario
BA Honours History, Minor Sociology
“Chrysler plant here I come”
Thanks Mom & Sara.

Erin Emily Roberts
Hudson, Québec
BA Major Social Studies and Education
I want to thank my parents, my friends, and the Megans. Love you DFM.

Stephen Robinson
Montréal, Québec
BA Environmental Studies, Minor Psychology
To my family for all their love and aid, to all those friends I’ve made, to all those nights up till dawn, to all our memories never gone, live life to your most and raise a toast! BU!

Andréanne Roy
Saint-Victor, Québec
BA Maj. Hispanic Studies, Min. German
Thanks to everyone for those amazing years. I will never get you, je vous souhaite de réaliser vos reves. Au plaisir de vous revoir, bisous!

Amanda Ruddy
Ottawa, Ontario
BA Hon. Political Studies, Min. English, Public Administration, & Public Policy
“One measure of friendship consists not in the number of things friends can discuss, but in the number of things they need no longer mention” - Clifton Fadiman
Sonia Sabourin  
Gatineau, Quebec  
BA Secondary Education and English  
To three years of good times. It was hard work but we made it. I will always remember the Abbott family and the amazing people who have set foot in 15A Church. Get ready for round 2.

Adam Miles Salisbury  
Mississauga, Ontario  
BA Honours History  
Though my time at Bishop’s was short, it was memorable. To those who I consider especially important to me, you have my sincerest undying gratitude. My thanks I give to you.

Meaghan Sarazin  
Ottawa, Ontario  
BBA Con. Accounting, Min. Economics  
Wow, time flies when you’re having fun! I’ll always remember all of the great times. Thanks everyone, especially Chris for all of your support. Raise a Toast to Bishop’s University!

Teah Sarrazin  
Aylmer, Quebec  
BA Elementary Education  
Wow, 3 yrs went so fast! Couldn’t have done it w/out tons of help from family and friends. I luv you guys! Special thanx 2 Rob for “being there” when times got especially tough. XOXOX

Pierre Marc Savard  
Saguenay, Quebec  
BBA Concentration Human Resources, Minor Economics  
Thx Mom and Dad for all the love and Support. Thx to all the wonderful people who have made my time at Bishop’s unforgettable! Ciao!

Melody Schall  
Toronto, Ontario  
BA Honours Drama, Minor Film  
To my family and friends (u know Who u are) thank you! “You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose.” - Dr. Seuss

Christine Schleifer  
Oakville, Ontario  
BBA Concentration Marketing and Human Resources  
“Here’s to the nights we’ll never remember, with the friends we’ll never forget”. Let’s all raise a toast to that! Thanks BU!

Nicholas Sergerie  
Montreal, Quebec  
BA Maj. Environmental Studies, Min. Mathematical Context, BED Secondary Ed  
Thank you BU. TY for the experience of a lifetime. TY for the friends I mad. Most of all TY for the wonderful girl I met. Love U Ange. BU gave me much more than I could give back. TY!

Erin Shackell  
My studies have provided me with a wealth of knowledge, but most of my learning has gone on outside the classroom. You special few who have made my time here what it has been know who you are.

Matthew Shyba  
Calgary, Alberta  
BA Environmental Studies & Geography, Minor Communications and Cultural Studies  
Merda taurorum animas conturbbit
Todd Simmons
Toronto, Ontario
BA Hon Economics Min Geography
Thank you to all who gave me memories to last a lifetime and mom and dad for the support.

Heather Sinnott
Brampton, Ontario
Well honey we did it! I have had so much fun with u. Onto the next adventure! Girls thank u for everything. Xoxo BU Thank you for investing in me, it has been an honour. Romans 8:37

Luke Sinnott
Brampton, Ontario
BA Psychology Con Human Resources
The years have been amazing. Heather you have made this time go by so quick because I've had so much fun. I hope one day the administration will put good students first. Good luck to all!

Lori Sparkes
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BSC Biology Con Molecular Biology & Physiology
Many thanks to my family for their love & support throughout this journey. To my friends thanks for pulling me out of the library long enough to make my last 3 yrs so memorable.

Jane Sponagle
Kentville, Nova Scotia
BSC Chemistry Minor English
Now and then I must aspire to go out of the ordinary and set the world on fire - Joel Plaskett

Liz Stanway
Montreal, Quebec
BA Environmental Studies & Geography
Its been a great four years at BU Special thanks to 16LF and everyone who made my time here so memorable. Best of luck to all grads!

Jessica Starkey
Oakville, Ontario
BBA Con Marketing Minor Fine Arts
To my friends and family who supported me, to the profs who guided me, my time at Bishop's has been filled with great memories (Fashion Show!). Thank you for all the good times.

Ashley Start
Chateauguay, Quebec
B.Ed Elementary
These four years have gone by so fast, but my path does not end here. I leave behind BU but the memories I have made here will last forever.

Nicole St-Cyr
BBA Double Con Finance & Mgmt Sc. Minor Economics
I've made it! Thanks a million to Bishop's University, family, and friends! Now I'm living a life I've always dreamed of.
Robert Derek Storie
Sudbury, Ontario
BA Environmental Studies & Geography

Bishop’s was great! Big Thanks to my family and friends who made my time here the best. Thanks SFT, Beef Dip, and BSI. I will raise a toast!

Catherine A. Swann
Vancouver Island, British Columbia
BA Hon English Min Film & Sociology

Thank you to those who have shown kindness.

Joey B. St-Pierre
Pembroke, Ontario
BSc Hon Chemistry

To all those who made it what it was - thanks BU - it’s been unreal. The chemistry I’ll never remember...the times I’ll never forget.

Michael R. Taylor
Greenfield Park, Quebec
BA Hon History Minor English

“Life will be a party for you, a grand festival, because life is the moment we’re living right now.”
Life here was much more than a party, but always grand.

Marie-Eve Therrien
BA Modern Languages Hispanic Studies Minor German

TY to all who made my BU experience memorable. I'm ready for another step of my tour du monde: let's meet somewhere and go hiking in NZ, drink beer in Germany, eat chocolate in Switzerland...Enjoy!

Jane Tian
Vancouver, British Columbia
BSc Biology Minor Fine Arts

Thanks to my Mom and Dad for their love and support and my sis Clara! To everyone who has made these past 4 years unforgettable. Thank you guys!

Jamie Tomaszewicz
Saint-Lazare, Quebec
BBA Con Finance Minor Economics

Thanks to my friends and family.

Sara A. Tomita
Montréal, Quebec
BBA Con Accounting

Raise a toast to BU for an incredible 3 years! Thank you to all my pros and the many friends I have made along the way. BU is a place I will truly miss but never forget!

Katrin Tremblay
Sherbrooke, Quebec
BA Hon Music Maj Drama Arts Management Certificate

The past 5 yrs have been the best learning years of my life and I will take with me so many wonderful memories. I hope you and I will succeed in our careers!

Marie-Pier Tremblay
Victoriaville, Quebec
B.Ed Elementary

Four years but a lifetime’s worth of experience. To my family and BU friends - your support means the world. I’ll miss you all but I’ll never forget! Keep in touch!
Michi Truong  
Sherbrooke, Québec  
BA Psychology Minor Sociology  
I would like to thank everyone who has had an impact on my BU experience such as profs, faculty, fam and friends. Thanks to the Bishop’s bubble for making my time here enjoyable.

Adam Vokes  
Orangeville, Ontario  
BBA Con Finance Major Economics  
Eating Kraft Dinner three times per day will never again be considered acceptable. Thanks Bishops. Shout outs go to AF, DF, and the boys. In Hoc Signo Vinces.

Laura Tunis  
Montréal, Québec  
BBA Con Human Resources  
I’d like to thank my family & friends for all their support & encouragement. I will never forget my time here at BU. Thank 4 all the memories SSC, I’ll miss you all so much! Cheers 2 BU!

Alexandra Walsh  
Peterborough, Ontario  
BA Hon Politics Min Public Admin & Public Policy & Comm & Cultural Studies  
The past 4 years at BU have been the most memorable of my life. Thanks to everyone who made it so special! xo Great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget.

Erin Wattam  
Napanee, Ontario  
BA Drama  
The tragedy of life is not that it ends so soon, but that we wait so long to begin it.

Kristin Westman  
Sweden  
BA Biology & Environmental Studies  
4 yrs in the bubble passed with a blast filled with good parties, people, and memories. Thank u all wonderful ppl who supported me & made the experience! I’ll never forget, carpe diem!

Anthony M White  
Montréal, Québec  
BA Environmental Studies  
Thanks to my family all your support. To all the friends I’ve made, thanks for the good times! The top gun graduates. wormstone’s. The shotguns. “Celebrate we will...”
Dave Matthews Band

Dylan White  
Montréal, Québec  
BBA Con Marketing  
To the many friends and memories that I have made at Bishop’s, you will never be forgotten. Go Habs Go!!

Julie White  
Québec City, Québec  
B.Ed Secondary  
Thank you Mom and Dad for you love and support. BU has allowed me to leave with memories that I will always cherish, especially with the education people. Keep in touch!
Ashley Erika Winchell
Burlington, Ontario
BA Honours Music & Drama
Thank you for all the memories! BUMS & BUDD, choir, fashion shows, productions, Frosh, Cabaret, Formals, BCS & LizAlexSteph+every1 I love! Mom, Dad, Wally, Aunt&Uncle-Thanks for the support.

David Wong
Montréal, Québec
BSCI Computer Science Min Physics
Mad dash to the finish!
BU was my 2nd chance. I’d like to thank my parents, Fred, xiao yun, j9er’s, classmates, and the profs for the support!

David William Wishart
Bedford, Nova Scotia
BBA Con Management Maj Economics
Thanks Ben, Christin, Patrick, Brad, Rob, Liz, & of course The Water Solubles for helping me define my BU experience. I wouldn’t be who I’m today without your help.

Emeiko Yuen-Boyer
Montréal, Québec
BA Psychology Minor Fine Arts
“I can’t remember all the times I’ve tried to tell myself to hold onto these moments as they pass”
~Counting Crows Thx to my family, Kuehner crew I heart you. Love you Jon! LONG LIVE THE QUEENS!

Iram Ali
Jessica Allerdice
Macdonald Allen
Jennifer Anderson
Krista Angevaare
Kathleen Archer
Alexandra Archibald
Kristi Aruja
Robert Atkinson
Maja Advic
Mary Beth Baker
Chera Barrowman
Convocation 2007

Let's Celebrate!
Pictures for the sports section are courtesy of Andrew Dobrowolsky and Nathalie Simard
FOOTBALL
WOMEN'S

RUGBY

Rugby stripes!!!
WOMEN'S

Gaiters

SOCCEER
Let's go Gaiters!!!
Let's go!!!
She shoots... She scores!!!
SPORTS FANS!
I would like to thank my hard working staff for all the work they have done this year! This yearbook would not have been possible if I didn’t have the dedication that I received from my staff. Thanks to my assistant editors Rob Z (aka Mullet Rob) for the clubs pages and Judi for all your hard work on the sports pages. Thanks to Sarah, Kerrilee, and Kristina for sticking it out! I know it must’ve been tough without the pictures you needed. Thanks to Rios for always helping when I needed ya... Last but not least, thanks to Jim Howard for dedicating so much time to helping us out! Let’s celebrate....the yearbook is COMPLETE!!!

Jeanette Manrique, Quad Editor 2007